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	Material Handling

		Chute Spirals Get slicker and faster chutes while saving 30% compared to traditional sheet-based UHMW.

	Chute Liners Get slicker and faster chutes while saving 30% compared to traditional sheet-based UHMW.


	Slider Strips & Rollers Make your warehouse more efficient, safe, and cost-effective with Crown’s distribution center solutions.




	Boardsports
 
Snowboards & Surfboards

Get the smoothest, slickest and most consistent material to please even the toughest snow, surf and wake enthusiast

	Automotive
 
Automotive Panels & Frames

Eliminate problems associated with Buzz, Squeak, and Rattle (BSR), and Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) for extended vehicle life.

	Marine
 
Boat Bottoms

Get an effective, affordable way to coat the bottom surfaces of the aluminum boats with setup in 1.5 hours.

	Railroad
 
Railroad Rails & Ties

Eliminate wear and noise between rails and ties, extending the life of materials.
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	Reduce Friction
 
Crown UHMW-PE products
 
Greatly reduce friction in an array of applications and deliver better speeds, higher productivity, fewer jams, longer belt life and even reduce energy consumption.

	Reduce Noise
 
Innovative DuraSurf products
 
Reduce noise in package handling, distribution centers, automotive and manufacturing parts and assemblies.

	Custom Solutions
 Crown Plastics’ continuous compression process produces a smoother, more consistent UHMW material and allows for special lengths with no scrap or waste for larger custom orders.

	Why Durasurf?
 The incredible durability and versatility Crown’s manufacturing and use of UHMW-PE makes it a favorite among engineers and designers in nearly every industry worldwide.
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				Contact Us

				North America

				116 May Drive

				Harrison, OH 45030

				(800) 368-0238

				sales_information@crownplastics.com
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